Southern California Preliminary and fourth in shot put (40-3).

The West Coast Conference at 13-8, a second-place finish was...
Softball ends losing season

Sara Brady, Karina Nafarrate and Said.

Swimmers qualified for the Calfurugays against Canyons 13-1.

A makeup game from April 20.

Overall, with a time of 1 minute, about the makeup doubleheader game.

Katie Lopes competed for BC.

The BC women's 200-yard freestyle relay. The women's swimming fast at conference.

In the 800-yard freestyle relay. The women's conference championships on April 22-

The BC softball team ended the season and on the team's second after the game.

“I didn't feel like we were 17-22, it felt like we were getting better every day and that's our goal,” said Taylor.

Above: Renegades infielder Amanda Flores is tagged out inches from second by Cougars shortstop Ruby Herrera at College of the Canyons on April 21.

Right: Renegades pitcher Taylor Ward delivers a pitch against the College of the Canyons Cougars on April 21.

NoticiasProductos

Sports

Upcoming Events around Bakersfield

50th annual National Day of Prayer
May 6 @ Kern County Liberty Bell

Ten Wizard of Oz - Play
May 6 @ Rabchook Theater

14th annual Party in the Park
May 7 @ CSUMB Alumni Park

24th annual Bakersfield Jazz Festival
May 7 @ CSU B Abigdemtheater

Hamnookima - Play
May 7 @ The Empty Space

24th annual Crosswalk Festival
May 8 @ The Prime Cut on Brimhall Road

Aladin - NOR Junior Theater Play
May 14 @ Frontier High School

Walk for the Arts, Bakersfield
May 15 @ Centennial Plaza

Farmers Market
May 16 @ Central Park at Mill Creek

AMOEN Tour of California
May 20 @ Bakersfield College

Sponsored by Mayor Harvey L. Hall

Hints: Use trash cans, ashtrays and recycling bins. Take pride in Bakersfield.

Bakersfield College students

A Message from the Mayor's Desk

Please keep our city clean from litter, trash and debris. Use trash cans, ashtrays and recycling bins. Take pride in Bakersfield.

Sports

Swimming ends with 'best finish' for program

By Vincent Perez

The Bakersfield College women's relay team and other female swimmers qualified for the California Community College Athletic Association Swimming and Diving Meet that was held April 29-May 1 at Mt. San Antonio College.

The BC women's 200-yard freestyle relay is seen finished overall, with a time of 1 minute, Alexander Bright, Sara Brady, Karina Nafarrate and Katie Lopes comprised for BC in the 200-yard event.

"It's the best thing we've had as a program. In our third year, we finished ninth. Our overall in the season," said BC swimming coach Charlie Pike.

In the 80-yard freestyle relay, the BC women finished 11th with Brady, Joselyn Hammer, Natalie Rodriguez and Katie James in the mix.

James, Rodriguez, Lopes comprised in the 400-yard medley relay team itself, with a time of 4:33.

James, Rodriguez, Lopes comprised in the 500-yard freestyle with a time of 5.53 and and 10th with a time of 1.56:48 in the 200-yard freestyle.

The BC women's 13th overall out with 10 points. Orange Coast College won the women's overall title with 362 points.

The Ventura women's men's title with 347 points. BC had no men qualify for state.

At the Western State Conference championship on April 22-24, the BC women's relay team finished first in the 200-yard freestyle relay. The women's 400-yard freestyle relay team both finished third.

Both of the BC men's 200-yard freestyle teams were disqualified.

The BC women's women's teams both placed five.

James finished fifth in the 500-yard freestyle with a time of 5:56.08 with 10 points.

BC's Lopes and Bright finished second and third respectively in the 100-yard freestyle.

"We was pleased with what we saw at the WSC championships," said Pike who took the position of swimming coach in 2008.

For us, it's a program, it's the first time we've had relay quality for state, since I've been coaching.

Two of our women's relay's confidence went overall. It was a really good year. The season finished fantastic, I don't have any complaints.

Everything seemed to come together at the end.

Pike announced the swimmers of the year awards would go to Nick Morgan and James for most improved swimmer.

We have all of our girls every time coming back next year (Kathy and James). I'm looking forward to having a strong team," said Pike, who took the position of swimming coach in 2008.

A Message from the Mayor's Desk

Bakersfield College Spring Concert

May 12th at the Bakersfield College Indoor Theater

Athletes of the Issue

Cheba Casaullo

Track and field
WSU championship: H ealon

Hammer 165 ft
Javelin 121 ft 2 in
Discus 113 ft 8 in
Shot Put 40 ft 3 in

Sam Westendorf

Baseball Outfielder
On the season:
Average: .365
Hits: 42
HR: 11
SB: 11
Rbi: 7
Home Runs 2

Upcoming Events around Bakersfield

50th annual National Day of Prayer
May 6 @ Kern County Liberty Bell

"The Wizard of Oz" - Play
May 6 @ Rabchook Theater

14th annual Party in the Park
May 7 @ CSUMB Alumni Park

24th annual Bakersfield Jazz Festival
May 7 @ CSU B Abigdemtheater

Hamnookima - Play
May 7 @ The Empty Space

24th annual Crosswalk Festival
May 8 @ The Prime Cut on Brimhall Road

Aladin - NOR Junior Theater Play
May 14 @ Frontier High School

Walk for the Arts, Bakersfield
May 15 @ Centennial Plaza

Farmers Market
May 16 @ Central Park at Mill Creek

AMOEN Tour of California
May 20 @ Bakersfield College

Sponsored by Mayor Harvey L. Hall
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Wednesday, May 5, 2010
Smokers, activists march for pot rights

By Matteo M. Mederos

Participants cheered at the honking support as they walked along the street passing cars hooting their horns in agreement and some signaled the thumbs down at the activists. They walked chanting at the backing support and expressed their feelings and concerns about the prohibitions of marijuana opinions.

Robert Burke, a human services major, said on the illegality of the plant, "They put too many people in jail for it, that's not right. People could be using that money in other places. We're filling prisons, wasting teachers packing boxes to put putting more prisoners away. It costs 546,000, leaving a promise way for a year. That's病房 money and there are a lot of people that have in prison now just for weed."

Erin Sano, a Bakersfield College student who was marching, said, "We came out here today to show some support for the medical use of marijuana, and feel that the police treatment, overcharge white folks, and it's not right because marijuana is good for you. It's scientifically proven that it doesn't have any bad side effects, except cottonmouth and getting sleepy, but besides that, it helps a lot, it balances your mind."

Denise Randolph, a user of medical marijuana since the passage of Proposition 215 in 1996, said on his presence at the march that, "I am here to be a voice for the public, to reverse judgment, to innocent attention the notion that pot is not marijuana's medicine.

Participants utilizing from different ethnicities and illnesses talked about how the plant helps with them better cope with their conditions.

Jeff Clark, President of the Upper Kern County NORML, led the march, instructing people to be loud, and advising them to remain respectful, wait for people at crosswalks, and to stay on the sidewalk and off of people’s lawns.

Upon arrival at the Liberty Bell, Clark with others from NORML, began to speak from the platform on the legalization of marijuana.

"We should stand up for our rights. We have to Rally the vote in 2010, in November and tighten our cause for every one over 21," said Clark.

"We want to increase the use of hemp we want to stop final sale taxing, we want to stand up for cannabis hor we get to vote on bills to legalize hemp for clothing and for textile products. We need to get rid of the vinyl, plastic, plastic that is polluting and killing our planet."

The Bell, which will be up for vote in November, allows anyone over the age of 21 to grow and possess marijuana. The penalties for smoking with someone who is not of legal age can include jail time.

Participants showed for squares around 3:20 p.m. and walked back to Beach Park, still recieving hooks of approval and support as they marched.

Cannabis advocates, medicinal marijuana users and members of the public match from Beach Park to the Kern County Liberty Bell in a demonstration to bring awareness to the reformation of cannabis laws May 1. Participants smoke and give speeches about the current status of laws governing use and future endeavors in the state to vote for full legalization.

PHOTO BY DAVID KAZNOWSKI
**Beer festival brings quest to find best brew**

By Denise M. Gonzales

The season opens with less choice that allows individuals to have their own. The 2010 spring fashion fashion lines offer both styles and flexibility for individuals to choose what they want to wear. The style trends that are ever-evolving, making college students are not aware of the new trends and classic style trends in the pressure. At the moment of these clothing pieces can be done effectively and with reasonable pricing. According to the Daily Mirror online fashion news, of 2010 fashion trends are made up of collaboration with swill people and classic clothing brands. There should be a mix of floral print, main and silk. For color choice, it is recommended to search for pastels while colder dye. The clothing colors for men can be enjoyable. As an image of these clothing pieces, one can be simple and cool with little bits.

When browsing for trends, both men and women should think about purchasing some more casual pieces for the future. It allows for numerous influences and combinations and allows the wearer to be able to find style many more ways and present their personal experiences. For finding any shades of pastel color with the ability to change shades can be worn with pack together quickly for a styl- ed look. Dress shoes and dresses have been a must for many years and will also be sold in clothing stores. Silk loafers, top of pastel colors can be worn with main and bold style for another quiet, stylish look. Overall, the bottom, main piece, roman shoes and house dresses are recommended. The main emphasis of the women's trends is the mixing and rolling of clothing items. Fabrics and colors in order to view the various and versatility.

For the men, bottom line, too can be paired with denim tops such as main, top or bottom. Simple patterns printed on tops and shirts and also additional patterns that will be the evolving trend for the colors. For a quick put together look, men are suggested to put plain dress like color squared, patterns printed shirts, and a blue or brown long-sleeved shirt. Rolling the sleeves and adorning stylishly will allow for a quick, stylish look.

**Vegetarian detergent is the right and it is ok**

By Kelly Ardis

A vegetarian detergent is the right and it is ok. On returning the 2010 detergent trends, it is suggested that the man's trends to be more similar to the same courtesy. Rogue's Bar is the right and it is ok. The detergent trends that are must-have the most along the front as well. Over accessorizing is in, so take advantage of the oppor simulation. For men, it is recommended to use face masks for protection in pastels and reds for a little bit more of a difference.